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Abstract

This paper focuses on the employment of analysis-suitable T-spline surfaces of arbitrary degree for solving fully nonlinear thin shells. Our aim is to bring closer a seamless and flexible integration of design and analysis for shell applications. The local refinement capability of T-splines together with the Kirchhoff-Love shell discretization, which does not use rotational degrees of freedom, leads to a highly efficient and accurate formulation. Trimmed NURBS surfaces, which are ubiquitous in CAD programs, cannot be directly applied in analysis, however, T-splines can reparameterize these surfaces leading to analysis-suitable untrimmed T-spline representations. We consider various classical nonlinear benchmark problems where the cylindrical and spherical geometries are exactly represented and point loads are accurately captured through local \textit{h}-refinement. Finally, we construct various trimmed NURBS surfaces with Rhino, an industrial and general-purpose CAD program, convert them to T-spline surfaces, and directly use them in analysis.
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1. Introduction

It is largely widespread in engineering to first generate a geometric model with a CAD program and then construct an analysis-suitable mesh to perform finite element analysis.
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The process that goes from the CAD file to the analysis-suitable mesh can be highly time consuming. Moreover, in most cases, the geometry is slightly modified along the process, which may compromise the accuracy of the solution given by the finite element program. For complex designs, this process may need a lot of manual interactions and take much longer than the simulations that are going to be performed over the mesh afterwards [1]. Isogeometric analysis (IGA) was introduced with the goal of simplifying the above-mentioned process [2, 3]. IGA’s main idea is to replace the conventional basis functions used in finite elements (e.g., Lagrange polynomials) with the blending functions employed in CAD, such as, for example, Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) and T-splines. Up to now, CAD programs model objects using surface parameterizations instead of volume representations. This is a significant obstacle for the integration of CAD and analysis, since most finite element computations need volume parameterizations. Therefore, to achieve full integration, a methodology that produces an analysis-suitable volume parameterization from a surface representation in a compatible and automatic way is needed. Although this is an open problem as far as we are aware, initial work on this direction has already been done [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Nevertheless, the study of shell mechanics is one of the few applications where surface parameterizations are used in analysis and this greatly simplifies the communication between CAD and analysis when the IGA paradigm is invoked.

One of the main differences between conventional finite-element basis functions and CAD blending functions is the global higher-order continuity of the latter. Within the analysis realm, the global smoothness of the basis functions has given rise to the proliferation of analysis applications based on NURBS or analysis-suitable T-splines (ASTS) including fields where CAD programs play no role. Some of the important benefits of the higher-order continuity of splines are: fourth-order and sixth-order partial differential equations can be solved in primal form [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17], the strong form of partial differential equations can be collocated in a straightforward manner [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24], enhanced robustness in solid mechanics and immersed fluid-structure interaction can be achieved compared to standard finite elements [25, 26], and others [11].

The analysis of Kirchhoff-Love shells, whose motion is governed by a fourth-order PDE posed on a surface, can be greatly simplified by using at least two of the aforementioned IGA’s advantages, namely, the possibility of seamless integration between CAD and analysis as well as the global smoothness of the basis functions, which avoids the use of rotational degrees of freedom. These advantages have motivated the development of NURBS-based Kirchhoff-Love shell elements [27, 28, 29, 30, 31] and these formulations have been successfully applied to fluid-structure interaction [32, 33, 34, 35]. The Kirchhoff-Love shell theory, also referred to as “thin shell theory”, assumes that transverse shear deformations are negligible. This theory is appropriate for shells that satisfy the geometrical constraint \( R/t \geq 20 \), where \( R \) is the radius of curvature of the shell and \( t \) is its thickness [36]. Most shell structures of engineering interest satisfy this condition. However, Kirchhoff-Love shells are not currently widespread in commercial finite element programs due to the complexity of constructing globally \( C^1 \)-continuous spaces in traditional finite elements, which in addition, requires derivative degrees of freedom. Both NURBS and ASTS overcome this
issue and we believe that Kirchhoff-Love shells are now in a position to compete against the Reissner-Mindlin shell theory, also known as “thick shell theory”. The main reason why Reissner-Mindlin shells are currently the workhorse of commercial finite element programs is that their analysis requires only $C^0$-conforming finite element spaces. However, they have significant downsides when compared with Kirchhoff-Love shells. For example, Reissner-Mindlin shell formulations require rotational degrees of freedom even at the continuum level, which after discretization increases both the total size of the system and the bandwidth of the tangent matrix by a factor of two. Reissner-Mindlin formulations also require methodologies that vanquish or alleviate sufficiently diverse “locking” phenomena.

In this work, we develop ASTS-based nonlinear Kirchhoff-Love shell formulations. The lack of local refinement capabilities of NURBS compromises the flexibility and efficiency of the computational methods developed with them. In contrast, ASTS support local $h$-refinement while maintaining all the important mathematical properties of NURBS [37, 38, 39]. Moreover, the local $p$-refinement of ASTS has recently been proposed [40]. Local refinement is needed, for example, in order to efficiently and accurately handle trimmed surfaces, which are largely widespread in CAD programs. Trimmed surfaces cannot be applied automatically to analysis. There are two main alternatives, namely, using an immersed method in analysis [41] or using an algorithm in order to reparameterize the surface [42]. We adopt the latter alternative in this article. In both cases, some type of local refinement is needed in order to capture the geometry of the trimming curve accurately. Another common situation where local $h$-refinement makes a difference is so as to capture accurately point loads.

The paper is outlined as follows: in Section 2 we give a brief review of ASTS of arbitrary degree and summarize the reparametrization algorithm for trimmed surfaces that we use. In Section 3 we describe the details of the fully nonlinear Kirchhoff-Love formulations that we utilize. In Section 4 we compare local against global refinement, study the performance of ASTS of different degrees, solve several nonlinear benchmark problems, and consider various examples that involve trimmed surfaces. We draw conclusions and outline future research directions in Section 5.

2. Analysis-suitable T-spline surfaces of arbitrary degree

A decade ago, T-splines were introduced in the CAD community as a generalization of NURBS [43]. T-splines were developed so as to overcome the main drawbacks of NURBS in design such as, for example, the high amount of superfluous control points needed to represent complex geometries [44] and the difficulty to create watertight surfaces in general cases [45]. In most instances, the number of degrees of freedom needed in order to capture the geometry of a certain surface is much lower than the amount of degrees of freedom needed to perform shell analysis over the surface. Therefore, when we receive a surface coming from a CAD program, the first step is typically to perform $h$-refinement. This refinement process can now be done locally thanks to ASTS, which increases the flexibility and efficiency of NURBS-based isogeometric analysis. The mathematical study of T-splines has been an active field in the previous years. As a consequence of this study, the subset
of ASTS was defined, first for cubics [46, 47, 48] and then for arbitrary-degree splines [37, 38, 39]. ASTS are simply a subset (to be defined later) of T-splines that satisfies the following important mathematical properties:

1. Linear independence of the blending functions
2. Polynomial partition of unity of the blending functions
3. Local h-refinement is available
4. Optimal convergence rates in analysis under h-refinement
5. Each blending function is pointwise non-negativity
6. Affine covariance
7. Convex hull property
8. Dual compatibility [38]

Another important feature of ASTS is that they are forward and backward compatible with NURBS. This is a significant advantage of ASTS over other candidates that allow local refinement (e.g., subdivision surfaces [49, 50, 51]), but are not compatible with NURBS.

In this Section, we describe ASTS surfaces of arbitrary degree. We anticipate that ASTS of even and odd degree are constructed in a somewhat different manner. Here, we assume that the reader is familiarized with NURBS [52] and with the concept of Bézier extraction [53, 54]. All through the paper, we consider the same degree in the whole surface for sake of brevity and denote it by $p$. 
2.1. The T-mesh

For surfaces, the T-mesh in index space is a polygonal tiling of a two-dimensional region which defines the topology of an ASTS. For the sake of brevity, we will use the term T-mesh instead of T-mesh in index space when no confusion arises. The polygons, the corners of the polygons, and the line segments joining (exactly) two corners of the polygons in a T-mesh are called faces, vertices, and edges, respectively. Fig. 1(a) shows an example of T-mesh in index space.

A key difference between a T-mesh in index space and its NURBS counterpart is the existence of T-junctions [see the blue squares in Fig. 1(a)]. T-junctions play an analogous role to that of hanging nodes in conventional finite elements. The parametric information of an ASTS is given by the knot interval configuration, which is defined by assigning a non-negative real number to each T-mesh edge. We require the knot interval configuration to verify two conditions: (1) the knot intervals assigned to opposite sides of a given T-mesh face must sum to the same value [see brown face in Fig. 1(b)]; (2) the knot interval configuration has \( \text{int}(p/2) \) outer rings of zero-length knot intervals, where \( \text{int}(\cdot) \) represents the integer part of a real number. Assuming \( p = 2 \) or \( p = 3 \), a valid knot interval configuration for the T-mesh of Fig. 1(a) is shown in Fig. 1(b).

Let us now proceed to define the concepts of T-junction extension and extended T-mesh, which are helpful so as to set forth the topological condition that a T-mesh in index space needs to satisfy in order to be within the subset of ASTS. A T-junction extension is composed of a face extension and an edge extension. A face extension is a closed directed line segment obtained by marching from the T-junction in the direction of the missing edge until \( \text{int}((p + 1)/2) \) orthogonal edges are encountered. An edge extension is a closed directed line segment obtained by marching from the T-junction in the opposite direction of
the face extension until int(p/2) orthogonal edges are encountered. The extended T-mesh is obtained when T-junction extensions are plotted on top of the T-mesh. Fig. 2 shows the extended T-mesh for p = 2 corresponding to the T-mesh of Fig. 1(a).

A T-mesh in index space leads to an ASTS space when no vertical T-junction extension intersects with an horizontal face extension. Since face and edge extensions are closed line segments, vertical and horizontal T-junction extensions can intersect either on the interior of both extensions or at the endpoint of one or both extensions. As we will see later, an ASTS space is completely defined once we give a degree p, a valid T-mesh in index space, and a valid knot interval configuration.

2.2. The ASTS basis

Let us start by defining an anchor, which is a point associated to each ASTS function. With the aforementioned definition of T-mesh in index space, an anchor in index space is located at every vertex if p is odd or at every face center if p is even. The anchor associated to the A-th global ASTS basis function will be denoted by sA. Fig. 3 shows two examples of anchors for both even- and odd-degree ASTS corresponding to the T-mesh of Fig. 1(a).

The ASTS basis functions are constructed from knot interval sequences inferred from their anchors. These knot interval sequences are called local knot interval vectors and we denote them by Ξ̂i A, where A is the global index of a basis function and i is one of the two directions of the index space (i = 1 represents the horizontal direction and i = 2 the vertical one). The vector Ξ̂i A has always length p + 1 and can be written in component notation as Ξ̂i A = {ξ̂1 A,i, ξ̂2 A,i, ..., ξ̂p+1 A,i}. In order to fill the two local knot interval vectors associated with a particular ASTS basis function, let us place horizontal and vertical line segments centered in the anchor that traverse exactly p + 2 orthogonal edges (see Fig. 3, where these segments are represented as thick semitransparent lines). Note that “centered in the anchor” means that the segment crosses the same number of orthogonal edges on the left- and right-hand sides of the anchor. These two line segments define the rectangular support of the ASTS basis function associated to that anchor (see the shaded areas in Fig. 3). Then, the horizontal local knot interval vector is filled by the knot intervals associated with the p + 1 edges spanned by the horizontal line segment going from the left to the right. Analogously, the vertical local knot interval vector is filled by the knot intervals associated with the p + 1 edges spanned by the vertical line segment going from the bottom to the top. When an anchor is sufficiently close to the T-mesh boundary so that we cannot define a large enough line segment in a certain direction, zero-length edges should be added accordingly (see the anchors sA in Fig. 3 where zero-length intervals were added in the horizontal direction).

For each function, we will define a local basis coordinate system with origin in the bottom-left corner of its support (see the arrows in Fig. 3). The local coordinate system of function A will be denoted by ξ̂ A = (ξ̂1 A, ξ̂2 A). In this reference system, we use the local knot interval vectors to define a local basis function domain, Ω̂ A ⊂ R2, as

\[ \hat{\Omega}_A = \hat{\Omega}_A^1 \times \hat{\Omega}_A^2, \]  

(1)
Figure 3: (Color online) Anchors, local knot interval vectors, and basis coordinate systems associated to the T-mesh and knot interval configuration represented in Fig. 1 for \( p = 2 \) and \( p = 3 \). (a) The local knot interval vectors associated with the \( A \)-th and \( B \)-th global ASTS basis functions for \( p = 2 \) are 
\[
\Delta \hat{\Xi}^1_A = \{0, 0, 1/2\}, \quad \Delta \hat{\Xi}^2_A = \{0, 1/2, 1/2\}, \quad \Delta \hat{\Xi}^1_B = \{1, 1, 1\}, \quad \Delta \hat{\Xi}^2_B = \{1, 1, 1\}.
\]
(b) The local knot interval vectors associated with the \( A \)-th and \( B \)-th global ASTS basis functions for \( p = 3 \) are 
\[
\Delta \hat{\Xi}^1_A = \{0, 0, 1/2, 1/2\}, \quad \Delta \hat{\Xi}^2_A = \{0, 1/2, 1/2, 1/2\}, \quad \Delta \hat{\Xi}^1_B = \{1/2, 1, 1, 1\}, \quad \Delta \hat{\Xi}^2_B = \{1, 1/2, 1/2, 1\}.
\]

where \( \hat{\Omega}_A^i = \left[ 0, \sum_{j=1}^{p+1} \Delta \hat{\xi}^i_{A,j} \right] \subset \mathbb{R} \). Then, local knot vectors, \( \hat{\Xi}_A = \left\{ \hat{\Xi}^i_A \right\}_{i=1}^2 \), where \( \hat{\Xi}^i_A = \{\hat{\xi}^i_{A,1}, \hat{\xi}^i_{A,2}, \ldots, \hat{\xi}^i_{A,p+2}\} \), can be derived from \( \Delta \hat{\Xi}_A \) by selecting an arbitrary origin \( O = \{O^1, O^2\} \subset \mathbb{R}^2 \) and setting \( \hat{\xi}^i_{A,j} = O^i + \sum_{k=1}^{j-1} \Delta \hat{\xi}^i_{A,k} \). Now, we can define the basis function associated to the anchor \( s_A \), namely, \( N_A : \hat{\Omega}_A \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^+ \cup \{0\} \). This is accomplished by forming the tensor product of the proper univariate B-spline basis functions as

\[
N_A(\hat{\xi}_A | \hat{\Xi}_A) = \prod_{i=1}^2 N_{i,p}^A(\hat{\xi}^i_A | \hat{\Xi}^i_A),
\]

where \( N_{i,p}^A : \hat{\Omega}^i_A \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^+ \cup \{0\} \) is an univariate B-spline basis function of degree \( p \). The function \( N_{i,p}^A \) may be defined using a recurrence relation, starting with the piecewise constant \((p = 0)\) basis function

\[
N_{i,0}^A(\hat{\xi}_A | \hat{\xi}^i_{A,1}, \hat{\xi}^i_{A,2}) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \hat{\xi}_{A,1} \leq \hat{\xi}_A < \hat{\xi}_{A,2} \\
0 & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}
\]
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For $p > 0$, the basis function is defined using the Cox-de Boor recursion formula:

$$N^i_A(\xi_A, \xi_{A,1}, \xi_{A,2}, \ldots, \xi_{A,p+2}) = \frac{\xi_A - \xi_{A,1}}{\xi_{A,p+1} - \xi_{A,1}} N^{i-1}_A(\xi_A, \xi_{A,1}, \xi_{A,2}, \ldots, \xi_{A,p+1})$$

$$+ \frac{\xi_{A,p+2} - \xi_A}{\xi_{A,p+2} - \xi_{A,2}} N^{i-1}_A(\xi_A, \xi_{A,2}, \ldots, \xi_{A,p+2}).$$

(4)

Note that the ASTS basis function has been defined over its own local basis function domain.

2.3. The ASTS geometric map

The elemental $T$-mesh is obtained from the T-mesh in index space as follows: First, we plot the face extensions over the T-mesh. Second, we remove the polygons for which the knot interval sum is zero on at least one side. Fig. 4(a) shows, as shaded areas delimited by black lines, the polygons that compose the elemental T-mesh associated with the T-mesh and the knot interval configuration of Fig. 1(a) for $p = 2$. The polygons of the elemental T-mesh are important objects for analysis since they delimit areas in which all ASTS basis functions are $C^\infty$. Therefore, these polygons will be called elements. When the elements of the elemental T-mesh are pushed forward to physical space, they will be called Bézier elements and the collection of Bézier elements will be referred to as the Bézier mesh [see Fig. 4(b)]. The Bézier elements are suitable regions to perform numerical integration in an isogeometric analysis program.

For a certain element $e$, Bézier extraction enables to represent the $n^e$ ASTS basis functions that have support on that element as a linear combination of the canonical tensor product Bernstein polynomial basis defined on a fixed parent element denoted by $\bar{\square} = [-1, +1]^2$. This can be expressed mathematically as

$$N^e(\xi) = C^e B(\xi) \quad \xi \in \bar{\square},$$

(5)

where $N^e = \{N^e_a\}_{a=1}^{n^e}$ collects the ASTS basis functions with support on the element $e$, the index $a$ is a local-to-element ASTS basis function counter so that the global basis function number is $A = \text{IEN}(a, e)$. The array IEN represents the usual map from local to global unknowns [55]. $B = \{B^p_i\}_{i=1}^{(p+1)^2}$ collects the two-dimensional Bernstein polynomials of degree $p$ in the domain $\bar{\square}$ (see [56] for a precise description) and $C^e$ is a linear operator called the element Bézier extraction operator. The computation of the rectangular matrix $C^e$ is based on knot insertion and [54] describes in detail how to efficiently compute this operator for ASTS.

In certain situations, it is useful to employ rational basis functions, typically to reproduce exactly a particular geometry. Given a set of global weights $\{w_A\}_{A=1}^n$ and their local-to-element counterparts, namely, $\{w^e_a\}$, we can rationalize the ASTS basis functions in $N^e$ as

$$R^e_a(\xi) = \frac{w^e_a N^e_a(\xi)}{\sum_{b=1}^n w^e_b N^e_b(\xi)},$$

(6)
where $R_{e}^{a}$ is the $a$-th rational ASTS basis function over the element $e$. This concludes the process of constructing the ASTS basis functions in parameter space.

In order to perform computations on non-trivial surfaces, we need to map the parent element to physical space using a geometric map $\mathbf{x}^{e} : \Box \mapsto \Omega^{e}$, which goes from the parent element to the Bézier element $\Omega^{e}$. A set of geometry control points $\{ P_{A} \}_{A=1}^{n}$ is needed in order to define this map. A given geometry control point $P_{A}$ will have local indices associated such that $P_{A} = P_{e}^{a}$, as it was the case with the basis functions and the weights. Thus, the geometric map local to element $e$ can be defined as

$$\mathbf{x}^{e}(\xi) = \sum_{a=1}^{n_{e}} P_{e}^{a} R_{e}^{a}(\xi) \quad \xi \in \Box .$$

Using the ASTS geometric map given by Eq. (7), we can get the ASTS basis functions in physical space. Eq. (7) is also used to map the elemental T-mesh to physical space, that is, to obtain the Bézier mesh.

Invoking the isoparametric concept, we will represent our displacement field as follows

$$\mathbf{u}^{e}(\xi) = \sum_{a=1}^{n_{e}} U_{e}^{a} R_{e}^{a}(\xi) \quad \xi \in \Box ,$$

where $\mathbf{u}^{e}$ is the displacement vector on the element $e$ and $U_{e}^{a}$ are the control variables of the displacement field that contribute on the element $e$.

In terms of implementation, Bézier extraction is highly appealing since it enables to use ASTS in a finite element program by simply modifying the shape function subroutine.
2.4. Local $h$-refinement

Local $h$-refinement of ASTS boils down to adding vertices and edges on the T-mesh in index space and modifying the knot intervals of the edges which are split in such a way that we maintain both a valid T-mesh topology and a valid knot interval configuration. As long as the initial and the final T-meshes in index space and knot interval configurations are within the subset of ASTS, the initial and the final ASTS are nested \[15, 39\]. As in the case of the global $h$-refinement of NURBS, there are algorithms in order to compute the new physical positions of the control points after local $h$-refinement so that the surface is not changed either geometrically or parametrically. These algorithms are based on knot insertion and are described in detail in \[17\].

2.5. Converting a trimmed NURBS surface into an untrimmed T-spline surface

In order to reconstruct a trimmed NURBS surface by means of ASTS, we employ the method introduced in \[42\] for the necessary reparameterization. The reparameterization algorithm has three main steps. The first step consists in performing local $h$-refinement on the initial NURBS surface close to the trimming curve, which is straightforward due to the compatibility between NURBS and ASTS. The second step consists in deleting the elements that are completely beyond the trimming curve. Fig. 5(a) shows an example of resulting T-mesh in parametric space after these two steps for a squared NURBS surface, which is trimmed by a circular arc (not shown) in the bottom-left corner. After these two steps, the T-mesh in parametric space is not a square and this needs to be fixed. Therefore, the zigzag of Fig. 5(a) is removed by modifying the values of the knot intervals properly as it is shown in Fig. 5(b). The third step consists in using the modified polygons in order to capture the geometry of the trimming curve accurately. For additional details, the reader is remitted to \[42\], where the final untrimmed ASTS meshes were also validated solving various classical benchmark problems of 2D linear elasticity. The final Bézier mesh associated with Fig. 5 will be later on used to perform computations and may be found in Fig. 14(b).

3. Shell formulation

3.1. Kinematics

In this section, we will use basic concepts of differential geometry. The reader not familiarized with these concepts is referred to, e.g., \[57\] for an introduction. The shell geometry can be represented by its middle surface and the thickness $t$. The geometry of the middle surface is expressed with respect to the coordinates $\xi^\alpha$. Here, $\alpha$ takes the values \{1, 2\} and this will be the case for any Greek index utilized in this section. Latin indices, however, take values \{1, 2, 3\}. If $r$ is the position vector of a point on the middle surface, we can compute the tangent and normal base vectors as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    a_\alpha &= r_{,\alpha}, \\
    a_3 &= \frac{a_1 \times a_2}{||a_1 \times a_2||}.
\end{align*}
\]
where \((\cdot)_{,\alpha} = \partial(\cdot)/\partial \xi^\alpha\) denotes the partial derivative with respect to a surface coordinate \(\xi^\alpha\), \(||\cdot||\) denotes the length of a vector and \(\times\) the classical cross product. In what follows, we will also use the Einstein summation convention of repeated indices. With the base vectors (9), the first and second fundamental forms can be computed, representing the metric and curvature properties of the surface:

\[
a_{\alpha\beta} = a_\alpha \cdot a_\beta, \tag{10}
\]
\[
b_{\alpha\beta} = a_{\alpha,\beta} \cdot a_3. \tag{11}
\]

Due to the Kirchhoff hypothesis of normal cross sections, any point \(x\) in the shell off the midsurface can be described by the position vector of the midsurface \(r\) and the normal vector \(a_3\):

\[
x = r + \xi^3 a_3, \tag{12}
\]

where \(\xi^3 \in [-t/2, t/2]\) is the thickness coordinate. From (12), we can compute covariant base vectors and metric coefficients off the midsurface as \(g_i = x_i\) and \(g_{ij} = g_i \cdot g_j\), respectively. We obtain \(g_{03} = g_{30} = 0\) according to the Kirchhoff constraint, and \(g_{33} = a_{33} \equiv 1\). Thus, only in-plane components \(g_{\alpha\beta}\) need to be computed. Neglecting terms that appear quadratic in \(\xi^3\) and using (10) and (11) we obtain

\[
g_{\alpha\beta} = a_{\alpha\beta} - 2 \xi^3 b_{\alpha\beta}. \tag{13}
\]

Contravariant base vectors \(g^i\) are defined by \(g^i \cdot g_j = \delta^i_j\), where \(\delta^i_j\) is the Kronecker delta. The contravariant metric coefficients can be obtained using the condition \(g^{ik} g_{kj} = \delta^i_j\). All
of the above equations are valid for both the deformed and undeformed configurations. In the following, quantities that are associated to the undeformed configuration will be indicated by a symbol (˚·). For example, ˚x is a point in the undeformed shell. Taking this into account, we can define the displacement vector as \( u = r - \dot{r} \).

Let us now introduce the in-plane Jacobian determinant of the mapping from the undeformed to the deformed configuration

\[
J_o = \sqrt{|g_{\alpha\beta}|/|\dot{g}_{\alpha\beta}|},
\]

(14)

where \( |g_{\alpha\beta}| \) denotes the determinant of the matrix formed by the metric coefficients \( g_{\alpha\beta} \). In the following, we introduce some important tensors. Unless we indicate otherwise, we will write all tensors in the curvilinear basis of the undeformed geometry. Accordingly, the left Cauchy–Green deformation tensor \( C_{ij} = C_{ij} \dot{g}^i \otimes \dot{g}^j \) can be represented as:

\[
C_{ij} = \begin{pmatrix} g_{11} & g_{12} & 0 \\ g_{21} & g_{22} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & C_{33} \end{pmatrix},
\]

(15)

where the in-plane components \( C_{\alpha\beta} \) are obtained as the covariant metric coefficients in the deformed configuration \( g_{\alpha\beta} \) and \( C_{\alpha3} = C_{3\alpha} = 0 \) according to zero transverse shear deformation, while the thickness deformation \( C_{33} \), which cannot be neglected in the case of large strains, needs to be determined through the constitutive equations as will be shown below. Before doing that, let us note that the volumetric Jacobian determinant may be expressed as \( J = J_o \sqrt{C_{33}} \).

Finally, the Green-Lagrange strain tensor \( E_{ij} = E_{ij} \dot{g}^i \otimes \dot{g}^j \) is obtained by

\[
E_{ij} = \frac{1}{2}(C_{ij} - \dot{g}_{ij}).
\]

(16)

3.2. Compressible materials

Assuming a hyperelastic material, the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor \( S = S^{ij} \dot{g}^i \otimes \dot{g}^j \) is obtained from a strain-energy density function \( \psi \) as

\[
S^{ij} = 2 \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial C_{ij}},
\]

(17)

and the tangent material tensor \( C = C^{ijkl} \dot{g}^i \otimes \dot{g}^j \otimes \dot{g}^k \otimes \dot{g}^l \) as

\[
C^{ijkl} = 4 \frac{\partial^2 \psi}{\partial C_{ij} \partial C_{kl}}.
\]

(18)

As mentioned above, the thickness stretch \( C_{33} \) cannot be determined directly from the kinematic equations. However, we can use the plane stress condition, \( S^{33} = 0 \), which must be satisfied, in order to compute \( C_{33} \). Starting with an initial value \( C_{33} = 1 \), we simply
determine $S^{ij}$ and $C^{ijkl}$ according to (17) and (18), and then compute an incremental correction of $C_{33}$ as

$$\Delta C_{33}^{(I)} = -2 \frac{S_{33}^{(I)}}{C_{3333}^{(I)}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

$$C_{33}^{(I+1)} = C_{33}^{(I)} + \Delta C_{33}^{(I)},$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

where $I$ indicates the iteration step. Note that Eqns. (19)–(20) are simply the result of applying Newton’s method to the equation $S_{33} = 0$. With the updated $C$, we compute the updates of $S(C)$ and $C(C)$, and the procedure is repeated until the plane stress condition is satisfied within a defined tolerance. Once the plane stress condition is enforced, it can be used to determine the transverse normal strain $E_{33}$ as:

$$E_{33} = \frac{C_{3333}}{C_{3333}^{(I)}} E_{33}^{(I)},$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

which is then eliminated from the equations by a static condensation of the material tensor:

$$\hat{C}^{\alpha\beta\gamma\delta} = C^{\alpha\beta\gamma\delta} - \frac{C^{\alpha\beta33}C_{3333}}{C_{3333}^{(I)}} E_{33}^{(I)},$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

with $\hat{C}^{\alpha\beta\gamma\delta}$ denoting the statically condensed material tensor. The procedure shown above can be applied to arbitrary 3D compressible materials being described by a strain energy function $\psi$.

### 3.3. Incompressible materials

In the case of incompressible materials, we get the following augmented strain energy

$$\psi = \psi_{el} - p(J - 1),$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

where $\psi_{el}$ is the elastic strain energy function, $(J - 1)$ is the term that is constrained to be zero, enforcing incompressibility, and $p$ is a Lagrange multiplier, which can be identified as the hydrostatic pressure \[58\]. As shown in detail in \[31\], we can use the plane stress condition, $S_{33} = 0$, in order to analytically determine and eliminate the Lagrange multiplier $p$. Eventually, we obtain the following equations for the stress tensor and the statically condensed material tensor:

$$S^{\alpha\beta} = 2 \frac{\partial \psi_{el}}{\partial C^{\alpha\beta}} - 2 \frac{\partial \psi_{el}}{\partial C^{33}} J^{-2} g^{\alpha\beta},$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)

$$\hat{C}^{\alpha\beta\gamma\delta} = 4 \frac{\partial^2 \psi_{el}}{\partial C^{\alpha\beta} \partial C^{\gamma\delta}} + 4 \frac{\partial^2 \psi_{el}}{\partial C^{33} \partial C^{\alpha\beta}} J^{-4} g^{\alpha\beta} g^{\gamma\delta} - 4 \frac{\partial^2 \psi_{el}}{\partial C^{33} \partial C^{\alpha\beta}} J^{-2} g^{\gamma\delta} - 4 \frac{\partial^2 \psi_{el}}{\partial C^{33} \partial C^{\gamma\delta}} J^{-2} g^{\alpha\beta}
+ 2 \frac{\partial \psi_{el}}{\partial C^{33}} J^{-2}(2g^{\alpha\beta} g^{\gamma\delta} + g^{\alpha\gamma} g^{\beta\delta} + g^{\alpha\delta} g^{\beta\gamma}),$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

With Eqs. (24) and (25), the incompressibility and plane stress constraints are satisfied, and no iterative procedure as in (20) is necessary. We note that the approach shown in (19)-(20) applies to compressible materials, while (24)-(25) holds for the case of incompressibility, and we highlight that both approaches allow for a direct use of arbitrary (hyperelastic) 3D constitutive models for shell analysis.
3.4. Variational formulation

As usual for shells, the Green-Lagrange strains $E_{\alpha\beta}$ are obtained by a combination of membrane stains $\varepsilon_{\alpha\beta}$ and curvature changes $\kappa_{\alpha\beta}$:

$$E_{\alpha\beta} = \varepsilon_{\alpha\beta} + \xi^3 \kappa_{\alpha\beta}, \quad (26)$$

$$\varepsilon_{\alpha\beta} = \frac{1}{2} (a_{\alpha\beta} - \dot{a}_{\alpha\beta}), \quad (27)$$

$$\kappa_{\alpha\beta} = \dot{b}_{\alpha\beta} - b_{\alpha\beta}, \quad (28)$$

while stresses are integrated through the thickness and represented by normal forces $n^{\alpha\beta}$ and bending moments $m^{\alpha\beta}$:

$$n^{\alpha\beta} = \int_{-t/2}^{t/2} S^{\alpha\beta} d\xi^3, \quad (29)$$

$$m^{\alpha\beta} = \int_{-t/2}^{t/2} S^{\alpha\beta} \xi^3 d\xi^3, \quad (30)$$

with their linearizations obtained by:

$$dn^{\alpha\beta} = \left( \int_{-t/2}^{t/2} \hat{C}^{\alpha\beta\gamma\delta} d\xi^3 \right) d\varepsilon_{\gamma\delta} + \left( \int_{-t/2}^{t/2} \hat{C}^{\alpha\beta\gamma\delta} \xi^3 d\xi^3 \right) d\kappa_{\gamma\delta}, \quad (31)$$

$$dm^{\alpha\beta} = \left( \int_{-t/2}^{t/2} \hat{C}^{\alpha\beta\gamma\delta} \xi^3 d\xi^3 \right) d\varepsilon_{\gamma\delta} + \left( \int_{-t/2}^{t/2} \hat{C}^{\alpha\beta\gamma\delta} (\xi^3)^2 d\xi^3 \right) d\kappa_{\gamma\delta}. \quad (32)$$

In statics, the variational formulation is derived from the equilibrium of internal and external virtual work, $\delta W = \delta W^{\text{int}} - \delta W^{\text{ext}} = 0$ with the internal and external virtual work defined as:

$$\delta W^{\text{int}} = \int_A (n : \delta \varepsilon + m : \delta \kappa) dA, \quad (33)$$

$$\delta W^{\text{ext}} = \int_A f \cdot \delta u dA, \quad (34)$$

where $: \delta$ represents the classical double contraction, $f$ denotes the external load, $\delta u$ is a virtual displacement, $\delta \varepsilon$ and $\delta \kappa$ are the corresponding virtual membrane strain and curvature change, respectively, $A$ denotes the midsurface and $dA = \sqrt{|a_{\alpha\beta}|} d\xi^1 d\xi^2$ the differential area, both in the reference configuration.

We discretize and linearize Eqs. (33)-(34) using an ASTS discretization for both the shell’s geometry and the displacement field. The displacement field is assumed to be expressed as a combination of control variables, each with three coordinates corresponding to the spatial dimensions. All the components of the control variables are collected on a bigger vector $U$ by changing first the index of the spatial dimension and then, the basis
function number. Doing so, we obtain the following expressions for the contributions of element $e$ to the vector of internal nodal forces $\mathbf{F}^{\text{int}}$ and the stiffness matrix $\mathbf{K}$

$$F_r^{\text{int}} = \int_A \left( \mathbf{n} : \frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial U_r} + \mathbf{m} : \frac{\partial \kappa}{\partial U_r} \right) \, dA ,$$

$$K_{rs} = \int_A \left( \frac{\partial \mathbf{n}}{\partial U_r} : \frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial U_s} + \mathbf{n} : \frac{\partial^2 \varepsilon}{\partial U_r \partial U_s} + \frac{\partial \mathbf{m}}{\partial U_r} : \frac{\partial \kappa}{\partial U_s} + \mathbf{m} : \frac{\partial^2 \kappa}{\partial U_r \partial U_s} \right) \, dA ,$$

where $r$ and $s$ are global degree-of-freedom numbers given by $r = 3(\text{IEN}(a,e) - 1) + i$ and $s = 3(\text{IEN}(b,e) - 1) + j$ with $i, j = 1, 2, 3$ referring to the global $x, y,$ and $z$ components. The detailed expression of each term appearing in the above two equations can be found in [31]. With (35)-(36), we solve for the linearized equation system

$$\mathbf{K} \Delta \mathbf{U} = -\mathbf{R} .$$

with $\mathbf{R} = \mathbf{F}^{\text{int}} - \mathbf{F}^{\text{ext}}$ being the residual, where the vector of external loads $\mathbf{F}^{\text{ext}}$ is computed in a standard way by integrating over the product of external loads and ASTS basis functions. The vector $\Delta \mathbf{U}$ is used for the nonlinear updates of the displacement field until convergence is achieved.

4. Numerical examples

In this Section, we present several numerical examples that illustrate the main advantages that ASTS of arbitrary degree bring to shell applications. First of all, we show the enhanced efficiency and flexibility that the local $h$-refinement capabilities of ASTS give to the formulation in comparison with the global $h$-refinement of NURBS. Second of all, we compare the accuracy per degree-of-freedom for different orders $p$. We observe that the accuracy increases with the order and higher order ASTS elements are stable under large deformations, in contrast to the instabilities that are known to appear with higher order Lagrange elements in these situations. Then, we solve two widespread nonlinear benchmark problems, which involve cylindrical and spherical geometries, represented exactly by ASTS. Finally, we consider two examples that illustrate how trimmed NURBS surfaces can be handled in shell analysis.

The analysis code used to perform all these simulations has been developed on top of the scientific library PETSc [59, 60]. Regarding the nonlinear and linear solvers used in the following examples, we have employed the Newton-Raphson algorithm with line search capabilities and direct solvers based on LU factorization, respectively.

4.1. Pinched cylindrical shell with rigid diaphragms

This is a common benchmark problem defined by a pinched cylinder under two inward opposite forces. The lateral boundaries of the cylinder have rigid diaphragms. The diaphragms preclude movements in their own plane and produce stress-free solutions in the orthogonal direction. This problem has been solved previously in [61, 62, 63]. Due to the three planes of symmetry, only one octant of the cylinder is modeled for analysis purposes.
Figure 6: (Color online) Five-level quadratic Bézier mesh for the pinched cylinder along with the boundary conditions and the point load applied.

Figure 7: (Color online) Comparison of locally $h$-refined ASTS meshes against globally $h$-refined NURBS meshes for $p = 2, 3, 4,$ and $5$ for a point load of $P = 100$. For all orders, the local refinement capability of ASTS allows to get the same level of accuracy with a lot fewer degrees of freedom, which significantly improves the efficiency of our shell formulation based on ASTS.
Figure 8: (Color online) Load-deflection curves at points A and B of the pinched cylindrical shell with a point load of value $P = 10,000$. We note that 11,767, 8,136, and 6,543 are the total number of degrees of freedom used in [61], [62], and our simulation, respectively.

(see Fig. 6). The geometry of the problem is defined by the parameters $R = 100$, $L = 200$ and $t = 1$, where $R$ and $L$ are, respectively, the radius and the length of the cylinder. Regarding the hyperelastic material, we considered the following compressible Neo-Hookean strain energy function [64]

$$
\psi = \frac{1}{2} \mu \left( J^{-2/3} \text{tr}(\mathbf{C}) - 3 \right) + \frac{1}{4} K \left( J^2 - 1 - 2 \ln J \right),
$$

where $\text{tr}(\cdot)$ denotes the trace of a tensor, while $\mu$ and $K$ are the shear and bulk moduli, respectively. We obtain $\mu$ and $K$ from the Young’s modulus $E = 3.0 \times 10^4$ and the Poisson ratio $\nu = 0.3$. Applying Eqs. (17) and (18) to the above energy function, we obtain the following 3D stress and material tensors

$$S^{ij} = \mu J^{-2/3} \left( \tilde{g}^{ij} - \frac{1}{3} \text{tr}(\mathbf{C}) \tilde{C}^{ij} \right) + \frac{1}{2} K \left( J^2 - 1 \right) \tilde{C}^{ij},
$$

$$C^{ijkl} = \frac{1}{9} \mu J^{-2/3} \left( \text{tr}(\mathbf{C}) \left( 2C^{ij}C^{kl} + 3C^{ik}C^{jl} + 3C^{il}C^{jk} \right) - 6 \left( \tilde{g}^{ij}\tilde{C}^{kl} + \tilde{C}^{ij}\tilde{g}^{kl} \right) \right)
+ K \left( J^2 \tilde{C}^{ij} \tilde{C}^{kl} - \frac{1}{2} \left( J^2 - 1 \right) \left( \tilde{C}^{ik}\tilde{C}^{jl} + \tilde{C}^{il}\tilde{C}^{jk} \right) \right),
$$

where the coefficients $\tilde{C}^{ij}$ are defined by the expression $\mathbf{C}^{-1} = \tilde{C}^{ij} \hat{\mathbf{g}}_i \otimes \hat{\mathbf{g}}_j$. We note that the procedure indicated in Eqs. (19)–(22) needs to be applied to (39)–(40).

We start our analysis by fixing the value of the point load to $P = 100$ and studying the performance of locally $h$-refined ASTS and globally $h$-refined NURBS for $p = 2, 3, 4,$ and 5. For each order, the ASTS and NURBS meshes start with the same uniform Bézier mesh, then local and global $h$-refinement is performed, respectively. For the locally refined ASTS
meshes, we recursively add one more level of refinement around the point load by splitting half of the Bézier elements on the currently finest level in each parametric direction. Fig. 6 displays the five-level ASTS mesh for $p = 2$ along with the boundary conditions and the point load applied.

Fig. 7 shows the absolute value of the radial displacement under the point load versus the square root of the total number of control points for the different meshes considered. The solution seems to converge to a displacement of $\sim 0.66$ for all $p$. Nevertheless, the aim of this plot is to compare local refinement against global refinement. It is clear that the local refinement capability of ASTS meshes significantly enhances the accuracy per degree-of-freedom in comparison with their NURBS counterparts for all the orders considered. For example, if we refine the initial quintic mesh four times using both ASTS and NURBS, we end up obtaining essentially the same value for the displacement. However, the ASTS mesh has 469 control points and the NURBS mesh has 17,689 control points, that is, the ASTS mesh has 97.35% fewer control points than its NURBS counterpart. This shows the advantage of ASTS against NURBS when it comes to solve shell problems with point loads.

As a second test for this benchmark problem, we now increase the value of the point load to $P = 10,000$ in order to compare our load-deflection curves with previous results from the literature. The point load is applied in 50 equal load steps. We use a quintic ASTS mesh with five levels of refinement in this case. The mesh has 6,543 degrees of freedom and 1,846 elements. The total number of degrees of freedom used in our simulation is significantly lower than in references [61, 62] where 11,767 and 8,136 degrees of freedom are used, respectively. Fig. 8 shows the radial displacement of the points A and B (see Fig. 6) at the end of each load step. As it can be seen in Fig. 8, our curves match with the results given in [61, 62]. Note that, TUBA’s solution (reference [62]) and our solution, which are based on Kirchhoff-Love shells, are slightly more flexible than Sansour’s solution (reference [61]). Although we do not have conclusive data, the reason could be a residual locking in the Reissner-Mindlin formulation used in [61]. Finally, contour plots of the displacement magnitude for the final load are shown in Fig. 9 over the deformed cylinder together with the Bézier mesh utilized.

4.2. Pinched hemispherical shell

This example focuses on the classical pinched hemisphere under two inward and two outward opposite forces of magnitude $P$. We consider a hemisphere with no hole close to the pole. The bottom circumferential edge of the hemisphere is free. Due to the two planes of symmetry, only a quarter of the geometry is considered for the numerical simulation. This problem has been solved previously in [65]. We use the same material model as in the previous example [see Eq. (38)]. The parameters that define this problem are

$$R = 10, \quad t = 0.04, \quad E = 6.825 \times 10^7, \quad \nu = 0.3, \quad P = 400, \quad (41)$$

where $R$ is the radius of the hemisphere. The point loads are applied in 50 equal load steps. We use a quartic ASTS mesh with 4,032 degrees of freedom and 1,168 elements. The local refinement capability of T-splines is used in order to avoid very small elements
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close to the pole and to increase the resolution close to the point loads, leading to a final mesh with five levels of refinement as it can be seen in Fig. 10. Note that the Bézier elements located at the sphere’s pole have one of their edges in parametric space mapped into a point in physical space. However, the presence of this degenerated point does not have a visible impact in the solution field since all quadrature points are located on the interior of the Bézier elements. We monitor the radial displacement under the two point loads through the load steps and plot them in Fig. 11 together with the data obtained by Arciniega and Reddy (reference [65]). As in Section 4.1, our solution is slightly more flexible, which may be due to the existence of a residual locking in the Reissner-Mindlin formulation used in [65]. In Fig. 12, we plot the $x$ and $y$ components of the displacement (see the axes orientation in the plot) over the deformed hemisphere under the total load.
4.3. Handling trimmed NURBS surfaces in analysis

In this Section, we illustrate our proposal to handle trimmed NURBS surfaces in shell analysis. We start with an academic example that may be modeled without trimming curves. We use this example to show the feasibility of our method. Then, we will move to a problem of practical interest. The geometry of the academic problem is defined by a square with a circular hole in its center. The shell is simply supported on both the circular edge and its four corners, and has six point loads applied (see Fig. 13 for details). The value of the point loads is given by $P = 100$. The geometry of the problem is defined by $R = 3$, $L = 20$, and $t = 0.1$, where $R$ is the radius of circle and $L$ is the side of the square. Due to the existing symmetry, we only model a quarter of the domain. As anticipated, this geometry may be modeled without using trimming curves. We proceed this way to generate an initial mesh that we call ASTS mesh without reparameterization [see Fig. 14(a)]. This
Figure 13: (Color online) Problem definition. The shell is simply supported at its four corners and at the circular edge. The three point loads are evenly distributed along the side.

Figure 14: (Color online) Bézier meshes employed in the computations. (a) ASTS mesh without reparameterization. In this case, the geometry was generated without using trimming curves. (b) Untrimmed ASTS mesh. The geometry was generated by trimming a NURBS surface.
Figure 15: (Color online) Analysis result for the square with a circular hole. (a) Load-displacement curves for the two mesh generation techniques. The results show the feasibility of the proposed algorithm to handle trimmed NURBS surfaces in analysis. (b) Final deformed geometry along with the displacement magnitude.

mesh is composed by 3,928 elements and 12,384 degrees of freedom. Then, we generate another mesh by representing the geometry exactly by a trimmed NURBS surface using the commercial software [Rhino]. Subsequently, we use the algorithm described in Section 2.5 in order to obtain an untrimmed ASTS mesh which has 2,781 elements and 8,409 degrees of freedom. The untrimmed mesh is shown in Fig. 14(b).

Here, we investigate an incompressible Neo-Hookean material characterized by the strain energy defined in Eq. (23) with

$$\psi_{el} = \frac{\mu}{2} \left( \text{tr}(C) - 3 \right),$$       \hfill (42)

where \(\mu\) is the shear modulus. Applying Eqs. (24) and (25) to the energy function (42), we obtain the following 3D stress and material tensors

$$S^{\alpha\beta} = \mu \left( \dot{g}^{\alpha\beta} - J_o^{-2} g^{\alpha\beta} \right),$$    \hfill (43)

$$\hat{\mathbf{C}}^{\alpha\beta\gamma\delta} = \mu J_o^{-2} \left( 2 g^{\alpha\beta} g^{\gamma\delta} + g^{\alpha\gamma} g^{\beta\delta} + g^{\alpha\delta} g^{\beta\gamma} \right).$$ \hfill (44)

For our computations, we use the material parameter \(\mu = 2 \times 10^5\). Fig. 15(a) shows the load-deflection curve for both meshes. As expected, the curves are indistinguishable at the scale of the plot, which shows that the use of the algorithm described in Section 2.5 as a way to handle trimmed NURBS surfaces does not influence the accuracy of the solution.

Fig. 15(b) shows the final configuration of the shell under the total applied load.

Once the feasibility of our method to handle trimmed NURBS has been shown, we move to a case of practical significance. We start by constructing a NURBS patch with the software [Rhino], which defines half of a cylinder with parameters \(R = 10\), \(L = 30\), and \(t = 0.05\). Then, we cut it with two arbitrary B-splines curves. The final geometry is shown in Fig. 16(a). Subsequently, we output all the information related with the NURBS patch, the two trimming curves and the trimming operation in a IGES file (this
Figure 16: (Color online) From the trimmed NURBS surface to the untrimmed ASTS surface. (a) Initial trimmed NURBS surface. (b) Bézier mesh representation of the final untrimmed ASTS surface.

Figure 17: (Color online) Analysis result for the cylinder cut by two trimming curves. (a) Load-displacement curve at the location where the point load is applied. The data shows how the structure stiffens as it deforms. (b) Deformed geometry along with the displacement magnitude.

file is provided as Supplemental Material for reproducibility purposes). Then, we apply the algorithm described in Section 2.5 so as to obtain an untrimmed ASTS surface. The resulting surface, which has 2,906 Bézier elements and 7,686 control points, is represented in Fig. 16(b). Finally, we consider that the shell is simply supported at the two (circular) edges that have not been cut by trimming curves and apply a vertical point load $P = 10^5$ (pointing downwards) at the center of the surface. Regarding the constitutive theory, we use the Neo-Hookean material presented in Eq. (38) with parameters $E = 5 \times 10^7$ and $\nu = 0.3$. Fig. 17(a) shows the vertical displacement under the load for each of the 100 load steps and Fig. 17(b) displays the deformed Bézier mesh of the shell.

5. Conclusions and future work

We believe that ASTS are a key ingredient toward a seamless integration of CAD and analysis for shell-mechanics applications. The local refinement capabilities of ASTS provide flexibility in order to have increased spatial resolution where it is needed, e.g., close to point
loads. Moreover, we use the local refinement capabilities of ASTS to deal with trimmed surfaces coming from the CAD programs. It is also important to take into account that, in contrast to NURBS, ASTS are a novel technology and, therefore, they have not been implemented or are currently under implementation in some of the major CAD programs. Finally, ASTS constitute one of the most promising ways to represent surfaces with arbitrary topology in a compact format. Currently, watertight models, that is, $C^0$-continuous models are always achievable through the use of extraordinary points. This property solved one of the most important issues in CAD industry, namely, the gap/overlap problem when it comes to model complex geometries with a combination of NURBS patches. Nevertheless, global $C^0$-continuous spaces are not enough for some analysis applications as Kirchhoff-Love shells. It is possible to impose $C^1$-continuity of both the geometry and the solution parametrization using the isoparametric concept at the spoke edges of an extraordinary point [56], which leads to $C^1$ continuity in physical space of the solution field [66]. However, the current methods for handling extraordinary points do not necessarily guarantee optimal convergence rates under $h$-refinement [67, 68]. In our opinion, developing new methods for handling extraordinary points which lead to both $C^1$-continuity in physical space and optimal convergence rates is the main last step toward a real ASTS-based seamless integration of CAD and analysis for Kirchhoff-Love applications and we hope to address it in the near future.
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